
                                                 THE EBOLA DECEPTION     

 

                               THE SCARE  -  THE SCAM  -  THE SOLUTION    
 

 The Ebola contrived deception has been planned well in advance.  In fact there 

have been several stages of planned “plagues” to deceive the people.  There planned 

deceptions are made possible by the fact the Global Elite have long ago gained control of 

the financial institutions, the educational systems and the news media outlets of not only 

this country but the world.  These elite know that by controlling both the health 

conditions via the medical “management” monopoly, and the knowledge of what 

constitutes true health, they can control the people.  Henry Kissinger said,  “Control the 

oil and you control nations.  Control the food and you control people.”  Through the 

Big Agriculture industry the World Elite do control the food supply which they have 

saturated with chemicals and preservatives, irradiated, microwaved, and genetically 

modified.  Then they come along with more poisons in the form of medical drugs to 

poison us more.  On top of that, if that isn’t enough, they create tailor-made viral diseases 

to keep us sick and further their agenda of population control.  This must be fully 

understood in order to understand what is truly happening in this contrived Ebola crisis.   

[For further insight see: The Health Hoax elsewhere on this website. ]  

 In this Ebola deception, the first objective of the Elite is to instill fear; to scare 

people to think in the direction they want them to think.  They do this by using the 

Hegelian principle of thesis – antithesis – synthesis.  That is, create the problem – create 

opposition to the problem – provide the solution.  In the Ebola contrived crisis, this is 

how it works:  First, create a disease (via laboratory-engineered viruses and infect certain 

segments of the population with it via vaccinations and drug induced deficiencies; 

Second, create a panic in the people by using scare words such as “pandemic” or 

“epidemic” to drive them to demand or seek a solution which is provided by the world’s 

Elite Medical Industry – vaccinations, antibiotics and other drug treatments as well as 

quarantine and Medical Marstial Law.  You need to understand all the foregoing if you 

want to comprehend the reality of what is truly happening with Ebola or any other 

created so-called “health crisis.”   

 Use of words is important in creating an illusion of a crisis.  Words such as 

“epidemic” or “pandemic” are very useful in creating this illusion of a grave crisis.  But 

consider this:  By using the word, “outbreak” it is an indication of accelerated dying 

occurring.  Supposedly, these “outbreaks” in separate geo-linked areas of the world are 

evidence of the disease spreading.  Where is the evidence for that?   

 Furthermore, according to Jon Rappoport, author, journalist and researcher, says 

you need to question all basic assumptions.  What about the diagnostic tests used?  He 

states,  “The antibody and PCR tests, both of which are useless, misleading, irrelevant, 

and rampant with false positive results.   

 Rappoport questions the accepted so-called “evidence.”  Rappoport notes 

however, that people believe what they want to believe – that Officialdom  (in this case, 

the Center For Disease Control (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO)) lie 

about everything except when it comes to disease “outbreaks.”  He states,  “Here is what 

I’m encountering in many quarters.  People are saying, or assuming the CDC and the 

World Health Organization lie about everything under the sun EXCEPT … when they 



launch stories about outbreaks. Then they must be telling the truth.  The basic beginning 

of their tale must be true.  In those crucial moments, they never lie.   

 “Really, now.  Think about that.   

 “And then think about this:  The 2009 ‘outbreak’ called Swine Flu.  In that 

situation, the CDC stopped counting cases in the US, because the overwhelming number 

of lab tests on diagnosed and likely Swine Flu patients were coming back … with no sign 

of Swine Flu osr any other kind of flu.   

 “So … as a ‘big lie’ strategy, with roughly ten thousand bogus cases of Swine Flu 

on their hands, the CDC suddenly claimed there were 22 MILLION cases of Swine Flu 

ion the US.   

 “That was their ‘outbreak’ story. And now, when they tell a story about an 

‘outbreak’ of a virus called Ebola … well, they must be telling the truth, right?  

Egregiously lying THEN means they must be telling the truth NOW, right?”  [ “Ebola: 

Question All Basic Assumptions” by Jon Rappoport.  247 We Report website. ] 

 Keep all this in mind as you read this research report.   

 

                                                    Creating a Contrived Crisis     

 

 The World Elite are masters at creating a contrived crisis, especially when they 

control all the active participants involved in such an endeavor.  To be successful at this, 

they must create a “pandemic” illusion.  The following words from the Daily Paul puts 

the current contrived crisis into perspective.   

 “Now, how about the current Ebola ‘outbreak’?  History repeats itself when 

people don’t know history or what is going on around them and are also lazy.  Globalist, 

David Rockefeller, said, ‘All we need is the right major crisis and the nations will accept 

the New World Order.’  What about wisdom?  Is the Ebola ‘outbreak’ the ‘right major 

crisis’ that Rockefeller speaks of?  Will Americans accept the New World Order?  Let’s 

think here.  How do you know that there even is an Ebola ‘outbreak’?  Because the script 

readers of the news stations told you so?  Because you’ve seen pictures or videos?  Is 

everything really as you are ‘seeing’ it?  Can master illusionist David Copperfield get 

you to believe his illusions are real too?  An old saying that comes from Hitoler or one of 

the other Nazis is, ‘If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it, people will 

eventually come to believe it.’  It’s much easier for most people to believe lies than it is 

for them to seek diligently for truth; however, this should not be true of patriots.   

 “I assert that the globalists are very good at orchestrating illusions for the 

American people.  They keep on furthering their Agenda by using this strategy:  

Problem/Reaction/Solution.  They ‘create’ the problem, anticipate the reaction, and 

further their Agenda of a New World Order by their predetermined ‘solution.’  Let’s 

consider how this might work in the Ebola ‘crisis.’  When you contemplate using the 

expertise of scientists and medical personnel, it’s not hard to imagine how a disease can 

be manipulated (or even ‘manufactured’) and used for bioterrorism.  With a controlled 

and willing press, the story unfolds as planned and is repeated constantly for the 

American people who will believe as already conditioned.  Fear then is easily instilled 

via scare tactics which leads to panic.  Eventually, the ‘solution’ of an Ebola vaccination 

can be offered to a desperate and demanding people who will enthusiastically be4nd 

over.  This could accomplish the globalists New World Order Agenda of population 



control.  It could also serve to control Americans by quarantine or the imposing of 

martial law.”  [ The Daily Paul as quoted in “Is Ebola Real?” 247 We Report website. ] 

 An article posted on the 247 We Report website has a very telling title in regard to 

the Ebola crisis agenda:  “Ebola Virus Epidemic:  Planned In Advance; Release of 

Aerosolized Virus and Deaths Would Frighten Americans to Demand Use of Unproven 

Vaccines and Drugs.”  In this article the question is asked, “Was the unfolding Ebola 

epidemic contrived?”  In answering this question it tells of a Guardian report of October 

4, 2014 of how Ebola was pre-planned entitled, “Ebola is in America – And, Finally 

Within Range of Big Pharma.”  This article states in part,  “It appears an effort to drum 

up an Ebola virus crisis emanated from publication of a list of neglected diseases by the 

World Health Organization in 2012.  With the publication of that list, 13 pharmaceutical 

companies teamed up with the World Health Organization and the Gates Foundation to 

control or eradicate ten diseases like tuberculosis, river blindness, sleeping sickness and 

Ebola.   

 “The End Neglected Tropical Diseases Act [US Govt. Printing Office] introduced 

in Congress this year calls for the US to expand its disease-fighting activities to address 

international tropical diseases.   

 “Investment hnouses are paying attention.  ‘Ebola could be the issue that sends 

the whole thing snowballing.  You are going to get more industry engagement.  The signs 

were already positive after sthe London Declaration on neglected tropic diseases in 

2012,’ said a Deustsche Bank analyst.  Commercial interests, not disease, are the driving 

force behind this epidemic.   

 “That analyst also said:  ‘To the extent that these diseases are starting to appear 

in the US, this will put the issue much more firmly on US companies’ radar’  Is this why 

the arrival of a single case of Ebola involving an airline traveler to the US is getting so 

much attention?    

 “Once US citizens lives are threatened this will justify use of US funds to develop 

drugs and vaccines that poor countries can’t afford and also pawn the cost of human 

studies on the American public rather than pharmaceutical or vaccine makers.  This will 

save billions of research and development dollars for the vaccine and drug companies.   

 “And apparently both sides will profit.  It is difficult to fathom that agencies 

purported to promote public health hold patents on varieties of deadly viruses like Ebola.  

[ US Patent publication number US20120251502A1 ].  One begins to wonder what 

business these public agencies are in – profiteering or health? 

 “So the unprecedented Ebola virus outbreak occurs right on time, based upon 

questionable diagnostic tests to count up the numbers needed to gain world attention.”   

 Jeff Murray, a researcher and businessman, doubts the official Ebola story.  

“Murray told AFP on Oct. 8:  ‘In September, Robert David Steele, a former CIA 

clandestine services case officer, predicted that a staged Ebola outbreak would ensue 

within a few weeks.  His timing was perfect.’   

 “Steele was referring to the case of Thomas Eric Duncan, the first person in the 

United States to come down with Ebola.   

 “’Considering Steele’s status within the CIA, when someone says things that are 

potentially detrimental to their wellbeing, we should pay attention,’ added Murray. 



 “During a Sept. 18 interview, Steele, who ran for president in 2012 on the Reform 

Party ticket, said:  ‘The false flag I’m hearing about is a simulated Ebola attack in which 

they use biochemical weapons that dissipate, but then pretend it’s Ebola.’   

 “Earlier, on Sept. 9, Delaware State University professor Cyril Broderick 

revealed to The Daily Observer, a Liberian newspaper, that Ebola resulted from 

bioterrorism experiments initiated by the U.S. Department of Defense.   

 “Murray believes there is merit in Broderick’s speculation.   

 “’The people behind this orchestrated panic have a plan, and they’re moving on 

it,’ said Murray.  ‘I don’t believe a word that comes from politicians or the mainstream 

media’s propaganda machine, especially when they try to perpetually keep us in 

reactionary mode.’   

 “And if that’s not enough, Naomi Wolf, the well-known author of The End of 

America, caused quite a stir on Oct. 4 by claiming that U.S. troops dispatched to Liberia 

weren’t intended to combat Ebola but to militarize the African continent.   

 “This possibility is particularly interesting in light of President Barack Obama 

sending 3,000 troops to Africa in mid-September to establish a military command center 

in Liberia.   

 “Murray viewed such a move with suspicion.”  [ AMERICAN FREE PRESS, 

Issue 43 – Oct. 27, 2014.  “The Ebola Enigma” by Victor Thorn.  P 15.]    

 Economically and otherwise Africa could become the planet’s most prized 

battleground.   

 Related to the above AFP story is what a man living in Ghana has learned.  He 

has confirmed Ebola is a hoax!  As reported on in the Spirit Science and Metaphysics 

website by Steven Bancarz:   

 “A statement made by a man in Ghana, Nana Kwane, has rocked the internet in 

the last few days.  The following information needs to reach people.  We need to see 

Ebola for what it really is.  It’s time that the world wakes up to the agenda behind all of 

this hysteria.  Here is what this man has to say about what is happening in his home 

country:  

 “’People in the Western World need to know what’s happening here in West 

Africa.  THEY ARE LYING!!!  ‘Ebola’ as a virus does NOT exist and is NOT 

‘spread.’  The Red Cross has brought a disease to 4 specific countries for 4 specific 

reasonsand it is only contracted by those who receive treatments and injections from 

the Red Cross.  That is why Liberians Nigerians have begun kicking the Red Cross out 

of their countries and reporting in the news the truth.  Now bear with me:   

 REASONS:  Most people jump to ‘depopulation’ which is no doubt always on 

the mind of the West when it comes to Africa.  But I assure you Africa can NEVER be 

depopulated by killing 160 people a day when thousands are born per day.  So the real 

reasons are much more tangible.   

 “Reason 1:  This vaccine implemented sickness being ‘called’ Ebola was 

introduced into West Africa for the end goal of getting troops on the ground in Nigeria, 

Liberia, and Sierra Leone… 

 Reason 2:  Sierra Leone is the World’s largest supplier of diamonds.  For the 

past 4 months they have been on strike, refusing to provide diamonds due to horrible 

working conditions and slave pay.  The West will not pay a fair wage for the resources 

because the idea is to keep these people surviving on rice bags and foreign aid so they 



remain a source of cheap slave labor forever.  A reason was also needed to get troops 

on the ground in Sierra Leone to force an end to the diamond miners strikes.  This is 

not the first time this has been done.  When miners refuse to work troops are sent in 

and even if they have to kill and replace them all, the only desire is to get diamonds 

back flowing out of the country.   

 “Of course to launch multiple campaigns to invade these countries separately 

would be way too fishy.  But something like ‘Ebola’ allows access to an entire area 

simultaneously.   

 “Reason 3:  In addition to stealing Nigerian oil, and forcing Sierra Leone back 

to mining, troops have also been sent in to FORCE vaccinations (Deadly ‘Ebola’ 

Poisons) onto those Africans who are not foolish enough to take them willingly.  3,000 

troops are being sent in to make sure that this ‘poison’ continues to spread, because 

again it is only spread through vaccination.  As more and more news articles are 

released as they have been in Liberia, informing the population of the US lies and 

manipulation, more and more Africans are refusing to visit the Red Cross.  Troops will 

force these vaccinations upon the people to ensure the visible appearance of an Ebola 

pandemic.  In addition to this they will protect the Red Cross from the Liberians and 

Nigerians who have been rightfully ejecting them from their countries.   

 “Reason 4:  Last but not least, the APPEARANCE of this Ebola ‘pandemic’ 

(should Americans not catch on) will be used to scare the countless millions into taking 

an ‘Ebola vaccine’ which in reality is the pandemic.  Already they have started with 

stories of how it has been brought to the U.S. and has appeared in Dallas, how white 

doctors were cured but black infected are not being allowed to be treated, etc.   

 “Ask Yourself:  If Ebola really was spread from person to person, instead of 

controlled spread through vaccination – then WHY would the CDC and the US 

Government continue to allow flights in and out of these countries with absolutely no 

regulation, Or at ALL?  We have got to start thinking and sharing information globally 

because they do not give the true perspective of the people who live here in West Africa.  

They are lying for their own benefit and there aren’t enough voices out there with a 

platform to help share our reality.  Hundreds of thousands have been killed, paralyzed 

and disabled by these and other ‘new’ vaccines all over the world and we are finally 

becoming aware of it.  Now what will we do with all this information?    

 Bancarz further reveals:  “’Reports narrate stories of the US Department of 

Defense (DoD) funding Ebola trials on humans, trials which started just weeks before the 

Ebola outbreak in Guinea and Sierra Leone’ claims a report from International Business 

Times.   

 “It also happens that the Ebola breakout coincides with UN vaccine campaigns.  

Pharmaceutical and biotech industries will have profited handsomely from the Ebola 

crisis when biodefense-research generals, high civil servants and UN bureaucrats 

sheepishly sign multimillion-euro R & D contracts.  It’s quite the coincidence that the 

earliest breakout in Guinea happened along side three major vaccine campaigns 

conducted by World Health Organization (WHO) and the UN children’s agency 

UNICEF.  At least two of the vaccination programs were implemented by Medicins Sans 

Frontieres (MSF, or Doctors Without Borders) while some of those vaccines were 

produced by Sanofi Pasteur, a French pharmaceutical whose major shareholder is the 

Rothschild Group.  Of course, the Rothschilds run nearly all of the world’s central banks 



and have a family network of around 500 trillion dollars.  They are the ones pulling 

strings on this planet, and they will only profit from this outbreak.   

 “Now, I am personally no expert on Ebola, but history has a funny way of 

repeating itself.  Here is my prediction.  Expect a false flag attack in the US as a way to 

further contain/control the population and kill them off in the process.  They are going to 

announce an outbreak (which may actually be the release of a chemical bioweapon, and 

not Ebola) and then they will start administering the Ebola vaccine to the population.  

They may even try to make it mandatory.  DON’T TAKE THE VACCINE!  This is how 

Ebola will spread, and this is how they will justify occupying other foreign countries and 

establishing military bases there.  This is part of their globalist agenda.”   

 It should be obvious to anyone who has done his “homework” that Ebola like that 

of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome), West Nile Virus, Lyme’s disease, 

SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome), and Bird Flu, were all created for a 

purpose:  as a bioweapons for military applications and political control with the ultimate 

goal of pushing forced vaccinations for the New World Order depopulation agenda as per 

the globalist “commandments as found on the Georgia Guide  

  

                                                             Patented Pathogens               

 

 Steven Bancarz, who was quoted above, also tells us there is a patent on the Ebola 

virus.  “Did you know that the CDC has a patent on the Ebola virus?  That’s right.  The 

US government owns it.  As reported on Natural News, the U.S. Centers for Disease 

Control owns a patent on a particular strain of Ebola known as ‘EboBun.’  It’s patent 

No. is CA2741523A1 and it was awarded in 2010.   

 “Patent applicants are clearly described on the patent as including: The 

Government of the United States of America as represented by the Secretary, Department 

of Health & Human Services, Center for Disease Control.    

 “The patent summary says, ‘The invention provides the isolated human Ebola 

(hEbola) viruses denoted as Bundibugyo (EboBun) deposited with the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (‘CDC), Atlanta, Georgia, United States of America on 

November 26, 2007 and accorded an accession number 200706291.’    

 “Why the patent?  Patenting Ebola seems as odd as trying to patent cancer or 

diabetes.  Why would a government organization claim to have ‘invented’ this infectious 

disease and then claim a monopoly over its exploitation for commercial use?   

 “Does the CDC hope to collect a royalty on Ebola vaccines?  Is it looking to 

‘invent’ more variants and patent those too?”   [ “Ebo-Lie:  Man Living in Ghana 

Confirms Ebola is a Hoax!” by Steven Bancarz.  Spirit Science and Metaphysics 

website.]  

 We note there are more than one patent numbers on the Ebola virus.  There is 

more on the CDC Ebola patented viruses as revealed by Ethan Huff, staff writer at 

Natural News.   

 “In the second part of a three-part series on Ebola, Hodges 

(www.Commonsenseshow.com) warns that mandatory vaccinations are definitely on the 

agenda, with the CDC expected to generate large returns on investment for each one 

administered.  The agency apparently owns the patent not only on the original Ebola 

http://www.commonsenseshow.com/


strain, as it was supposedly ‘discovered’ back in the 1970s, but also on all future Ebola 

strains that might emerge in the future.   

 “Vaccine company has $140 million contract with the Department of Defense to 

develop Ebola jab.    

 “This patent, which Hodges recently posted on his website, reveals that the CDC 

claims ownership over Ebola, meaning it can also claim royalties on the distribution and 

sale of Ebola vaccines.  The DoD is also in on thescam, having contracted with Tekmira 

Pharmaceuticals Corporation, a leading RNA interference therapeutics developer, to 

develop a vaccine for Ebola.   

 “But this is hardly a recent development – the government has been working fwith 

multinational corporations like Tekmira to develop vaccines for Ebola since prior to 

2006, long before the current outbreak.  Bill Gates has also invested heavily in the 

development of such vaccines, footing $50 million in ‘aid’ to the United Nations to ‘fight 

Ebola.’   

 “This fight, of course, is more of a commercial endeavor rather than a 

humanitarian one, as evidenced by the various partnerships involved.  Gates, Monsanto 

and others quietly invest ‘seed’ money to initiate product development; the government 

and media play along by hyping whatever crisis is needed to generate demand for the 

product; and at just the right time, the vaccine is launched and millions are subjected to 

it.   

 “NIH holds all patents on Ebola vaccines.   

 “In this case, both the CDC and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) are 

among the key players in promoting the Ebola vaccine.  While the CDC owns the patent 

on Ebola itself, the NIH owns the patent on Ebola vaccines.  As it turns out, the NIH has 

collaborated with the Vaccine Research Center (VRC), a division of the National Institute 

of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NI AID), and Crucell, another vaccine developer, to 

commercialize an Ebola vaccine in the very near future.   

 “This agreement dates back more than a decade, with Crucell entering Phase 1 

clinical trials for said vaccine back in 2006.  Several years later, the NIH and NIAID 

awarded Crucell with further funding to advance the development of a multivalent 

filovirus vaccine to treat not only Ebola but other similar viral infections that cause 

severe hemorrhagic fever in both humans and nonhuman primates.   

 “’The work on an Ebola virus (vaccine), sanctioned by the holder of the patent 

for the vaccine, the NIH… has been ongoing since 2004 with clinical trials in 2006,’ 

wrote Hodges.  ‘This explains why the CDC and the NIH are bringing Ebola patients into 

the country to treat.  The moment that an Ebola patient crosses the U.S. border, they 

become the intellectual property of the CDC, NIH and Bill and Melinda Gates!’”  [As 

quoted in “CDC Owns Patent on Ebola Virus:  Agency to Collect Royalties on all Future 

Ebola Vaccines” by Ethan A. Hoof.  Natural News.  CRUSADER, Nov./Oct., 2014. – p 

11. ]   

  

                                   True Pandemics Versus False Pandemics   

 

 We noted earlier that the use of words to promote an agenda is key in the New 

World Order strategy to accomplish their goals of depopulation and to create an excuse to 



declare martial law for police state takeover.  The word, “pandemic” is applied to the 

Ebola contrived crisis but not to true epidemics or pandemics.   

 Most often the CDC and Big Pharma in general promote hype and fear of disease 

which is why they inflate the numbers.  Jon Rappoport posted on his blog this short 

artice, “Bombshell:  18 People Died of the Flu, not 36,000.”  Rappoport explains that in 

the medical arena people accept propaganda and hype as absolute science.  The medical 

authorities are literally brainwashing the American public.  The usual warnings and 

predictions will be trumpeted by the CDC and the media.   

 Rappoport explains,  “The one persistent fact that will be shoved across is:  Every 

year in the US, 36,000 people die of the flu.  We’ve all read and heard that figure, over 

and over.  It’s a ‘necessary’ statistic for the CDC.  They need to promote it.  They need to 

convince the population that seasonal flu is dangerous.  The American people don’t 

understand that it’s a lie, a grossly manufactured delusion that bears no resemblance to 

reality.   

 “In December of 2005, the British Medical Journal (online) published a shocking 

report by Peter Doshi, which spelled out the delusion and created tremors throughout the 

halls of the CDC.  Here is a quote from Doshi’s report:   

 “’[According to CDC statistics], ‘influenza and pneumonia’ took 62,034 lives in 

2001 – 61,777 of which were attributable to pneumonia and 257 to flu, and in only 18 

cases was the flu virus positively identified.’   
 “You see, the CDC had created one category that combined flu and pneumonia 

deaths.  Why did they do this?  Because they assumed that the pneumonia deaths were 

complications stemming from the flu.  This is an absurd assumption.  Pneumonia has a 

number of causes.  But even worse, in all the flu and pneumonia deaths, only 18 were 

traced directly to a flu virus.  Therefore, the CDC could not say, with assurance, that 

more than 18 people died of the flu in 2001.   

 “Doshi continues his assessment of published CDC flu-death statistics:  ‘Between 

1979 and 2001, [CDC] data show an average of 1348 [flu] deaths per year 9range 357 

to 3006).’   

 “This is obviously far lower than the parroted 36,000 figure.  However, Doshi is 

only reporting numbers of flu deaths estimated by the CDC in those years.  As he showed 

from the year 2001, the CDC actually finds the flu virus in a tiny proportion of people 

who are estimated to have died from the flu.   

 “In other words, it’s all guesswork.  It’s also promotion and hype.”  [Jon 

Rappoport’s Blog.]  

 The real true pandemics are the vaccinations, the antibiotics, and the medical drug 

treatments that kill thousands each year.   

 Let’s face facts:  Big Pharma (the pharmaceutical industry and medical system) is 

a well organized CRIME NETWORK!  There are no “ifs,” “ands,” or “buts” about it.  

Again we turn to Jon Rapporport  of No More Fake News website.  Now get ready for a 

shocker!   

 “As I’ve been documenting for years, the medical cartel has been engaged in 

massive criminal fraud, presenting their drugs as safe and effective across the board – 

when, in fact, these drugs have been killing and maiming huge numbers of people, like 

clockwork.   



 “I’ve cited the groundbreaking review, ‘Is US Health Really the Best in the 

World?’, by Dr. Barbara Starfield (Journal of the American Medical Association, July 

26, 2000), in which Starfield reveals the American medical system kills 225,000 people 

per year – 106,000 as a direct result of pharmaceutical drugs.   

 “I’ve now found another study, published in the same Journal, two years earlier:  

April 15, 1998, ‘Incidence of Adverse Drug Reactions in Hospitalized Patients.’  It too, is 

mind boggling.  The authors, led by Jason Lazarou, culled 39 previous studies on 

patients in hospitals.  These patients, who received drugs in hospitals, or were admitted 

to hospitals because they were suffering from the drugs doctors had given them, met the 

following fate:   

 “Every year, in the US, between 76,000 and 137,000 hospitalized patients die as 

a direct result of the drugs.  Beyond that, every year 2.2 million hospitalized patients 

experience serious adverse reactions to the drugs.   

 “The authors write, ‘…Our study on ADRs (Adverse Drug Reactions), which 

excludes medication errors, had a different objective:  to show that there are a large 

number of ADRs even when the drugs are properly prescribed and administered’ 

 “So this study had nothing to do with doctor errors, nurse errors, or improper 

combing of drugs.  And it only counted people killed who admitted to hospitals.  It didn’t 

begin to tally all the people taking pharmaceuticals who died as consequence of the 

drugs, without being admitted to hospitals.   

 “I found the link to this study at the Dr. Rath Health Foundation, in the middle of 

a very interesting article by Dr. Aleksandra Niedzwiecki:  ‘Commentary on the Safety of 

Vitamins.’  Here are two key quotes from her article:   

 “’In 2010, not one single person (in the US) died as a result of taking vitamins 

[Bronstein, et al, (2011) Clinical Toxical, 49(10), 910-941.]  

 “’ In 2004, the deaths of 3 people (in the US) were attributed to the intake of 

vitamins.  Of these, 2 persons were said to have died as a result of megadoses of 

vitamins D and E, and one person as a result of an overdose of iron and fluoride.  Data 

from:  ‘Toxic Exposure Surveillance System 2004, Annual Report, Am. Assoc. of 

Poison Control Centers.’ “   

 In summing up the data, Rappoport states:    

 “No deaths from vitamins (2011, and three deaths (2004) from 

vitamins/iron/fluoride.   

 “106,000 deaths every year from pharmaceutical drugs [Starfield.]   

 “Between 76,000 and 137,000 deaths from pharmaceutical drugs every year in 

hospitalized patients .  [Lazerou.]   

 “The FDA and its ‘quack-buster’ allies go after vitamins, demean ‘unproven 

remedies,’ and generally take every possible opportunity to warn people about 

‘alternatives,’ on the basis that they aren’t scientifically supported.  Meanwhile, the very 

drugs these mobsters are promoting and certifying as safe and effective, are killing and 

maiming people at a staggering rate.   

 “The masses are treated to non-stop PR on the glories of the US medical system.  

 “In the Wikipedia entry, ‘US military casualties of war,’ the grand total of all 

military deaths in the history of this country, starting with the Revolutionary War, is 

1,321, 612.  In any given 10 years of modern medical treatment?  2,250, 000 deaths 

(Starfield).  Consider how much suppression is necessary to keep the latter number under 



wraps.”  [“Shocker:  Comparing Deaths From Medical Drugs, Vitamins, All US Wars” 

by Jon Rappoport.  www.NoMoreFakeNews.com as reported in “Health News Roundup 

– CRUSADOR, Oct./Nov., 2014, p 17.]   

 So there you have it:  Laboratory created patented “disease” pandemics versus the 

real true pandemics:  medical drugs, treatments and vaccinations.  It is time to wake up to 

the true facts and the true agenda.   

   

                                                                The Planned Agenda  

 

 There is an agenda behind all the hype and hoopla over the so-called Ebola crisis.  

It could be a further “testing” of the populace to see how far the elite can push further 

police state measures.  It could also be the final false-flag to establish martial law before 

an impending geophysical event the elite know is coming.  Concerning police state 

measures and what will happen to what is left of our rights, consider the following:   

 “If there is a major Ebola pandemic in America, all of the liberties and the 

freedoms that you currently enjoy would be gone.  If government officials believe that you 

have the virus, federal law allows them to round you up and detain you ‘for such time 

and in such manner as may be reasonably necessary.’  In addition, the CDC alreadyhas 

the authority to quarantine healthy Americans if they reasonably believe that they may 

become sick.  During an outbreak, the government can force you to remain isolated in 

your own home, or the government may forcibly take you to a treatment facility, a tent 

city, a sports stadium, an old military base or a camp.  You would not have any choice in 

the matter.  And you would be forced to endure any medical procedure mandated by the 

government.  That includes shots, vaccines and the drawing of blood.  During such a 

scenario, you can scream about your ‘rights’ all that you want, but it won’t do any 

good.”  [ “During an Ebola Pandemic All of Your Rights Would Essentially be 

Meaningless”  by Michael Snyder.  The Economic Collapse Blog. ]   

 All of this is not someone’s imagination.  It is in Federal Law 42 U.S.C. 264 (d).   

 Quarantine is already being used to a limited degree in this country such as in the 

Thomas Eric Duncan case in Texas.  The CDC already has the authority to isolate people 

who are not sick, “to separate and restrict the movement of well persons who may have 

been exposed to a communicable disease to see if they become ill.”   

 So what we have is a medical imposed martial law.   

 There is another aspect to consider regarding the New World Order elitist agenda:  

Are the Global Elite expecting and preparing for the Green Horse – the fourth horse of 

the Apocalypse which represents pestilence?  (See:  The Four Horsemen of the 

Apocalypse  here).  Are all the “dry-run” contrived plagues (i.e. Ebola, SARS, West Nile 

Virus, HIV, and AIDS, etc.) tests to prepare for the coming plagues that will ensue after 

the passage of the Great Comet (the Brown Dwarf/Planet X System) NASA is now 

tracking?  The Ebola contrived crisis could serve both as a false-flag to declare medical 

martial law and also to test the readiness of the world’s medical cartel in the face of the 

cataclysmic aftermath of seismic upheaval, pole-shift and meteor bombardment.   

 There is evidence that comets and contagion go together.  Comets whether small 

(the size of asteroids) or very large (the size of the incoming great comet – the Brown 

Dwarf/Planet X system) carry various life forms – bacteria, viruses, microbes and 

minerals, etc. – deep within their rocky structures.   

http://www.nomorefakenews.com/


 For thousands of years, people believed comets were harbingers of doom, disease 

and death infecting men with lust for war, contaminating crops, and dispensing disease 

and plague upon the people.  Marcus Manilius, Astronomica , 10 - 20 A.D. declared,  

“Death comes with those celestial torches, which threaten earth with the blaze of pyres 

unceasing, since heaven and nature’s self are stricken and seem doomed to share 

men’s tomb.”   
 Rhawn Joseph, Ph.D. noted, “Ancient Chinese astronomers chronicled numerous 

episodes where comets preceded plague and disaster.  Meticulous observations were 

compiled in 300 B.C. in a textbook known as the ‘Mawangdui Silk.’  It details 29 different 

cometary forms and the various disasters associated with them, dating as far back as 

1500 B.C.”  [ “Comets and Contagion:  Viruses, Bacteria and Diseases From Space? “ by 

Rhawn Joseph, Ph.D.  www.cosmology.net.]     

 There is strong evidence that comets indeed bring with them various types of 

living organisms – contagion, pestilence, disease bacteria as well as benevolent life 

forms.  Consider the evidence for comet contagion:   

 “Conventional wisdom holds that the Black Death was the third great outbreak of 

bubonic plague, following the Plague of Athens and the Justinian Plague.  Supposedly, 

infected rodent populations in Central Asia, or perhaps Africa, brought the disease to the 

Black Sea region and the Central Mediterranean, via trade routes.  However, the 

conventional theory is not without problems.  Here are just a few to consider:   

 

1. Extraordinary Kill Rate:  The Black Death killed people at an extraordinary 

rate, far higher than that of a typical bubonic plague outbreak.  There is a 

pneumonic form of the disease which could explain the kill rate but its 

symptoms don’t match the descriptions of Black Death victims.   

2. Lack of Dead Rats:  No written documents from that time describe the vast 

legions of dead rats required to carry the plague.   

3. The Iceland Problem:  The Black Death killed over half of Iceland’s 

population but rats didn’t actually reach Iceland until the 19
th

 century.   

4. Geographic Gaps:  The Black Death moved in strange ways, including a leap 

over Constantinople on its way across the Mediterranean.   

5. Cold Temperatures:  It continued to kill people during the winter months in 

northern Europe despite the fact that the plague requires relatively warm 

temperatures to survive.   

“Was the Black Death caused by a comet?   

“So, what was the Black Death?  One intriguing possibility, according to 

Professor Mike Baillie’s book,  New Light on the Black Death:  The Cosmic 

Connection, is a comet shower.  Multiple sources tell us that there was a significant 

earthquake on January 25, 1348.  Other earthquakes soon followed.  Baillie believes that 

these were caused by fragments from Comet Negra, which passed by Earth in 1347.  As 

the material descended from space, it fell on the northern Mediterranean Sea first, before 

branching outwards.   

 “Through ground and sea-based collisions, these fragments injected dust as well 

as large amounts of carbon and nitrogen-based chemicals into the stratosphere.  This 

poisoned the breathing air and the drinking water, causing most of the casualties 

associated with the Black Death.  Other deaths can be attributed to weakened immune 
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systems, caused by the infected air and wate, which made people easy prey for bubonic 

plague, anthrax, and other ailments.   

 “Evidence for a comet shower?   
 “But is there evidence to support this theory?  More than you might think.    

 “’There have been masses of dead fish, animals, and other things along the sea 

shore and in many places covered in dust.  And all these things seem to have come from 

the great corruption of the air and Earth.’   

 “The above quote comes from a contemporary of the Black Death.  Documents of 

the time speak of earthquakes, tidal waves, rains of fire, foul odors, strange colors in the 

sky, mists, even dragons.  Historians generally dismiss these descriptions as colorful 

imagery or the ravings of religious fanatics.  However, Baillie suggests that they might be 

written accounts of what was happening at the time, as people tried to describe the 

startling things that they saw all around them.   

 “Also, tree-ring data from Europe and the Americas indicates that there was a 

global environmental downturn during the years of the Black Death.  Ice core data 

suggests that there were increased amounts of carbon dioxide and ammonia in the air, 

suggesting ocean turnover.  All of this points to a corruption in the atmosphere.”  [ “Did 

a Comet Cause the Black Death?” by David Meyer.  www.guerrillaexplorer.com.  ]    

 Can we say with absolute certainty that a comet shower caused the Black Death?  

No, but the comet contagion theory is the most compelling of all theories and what is 

more, the evidence seems to support it.   

 So currently, as of mid-November 2014, the Ebola scare-scam is in full swing 

with the nations of Africa being principle targets.  According to Bob Fletcher, long-time 

conspiracy researcher, this contrived Ebola so-called “pandemic” is being used possibly 

as a false-flag which is another indication that the Brown Dwarf/Planet X system (or 

Great Comet) is fast approaching.  It could also be yet another testing on the world’s 

populace in preparation for the coming disease outbreaks that are sure to occur in the 

wake of the passage of this system.  After the initial events of pole shift and planetary 

seismic upheaval, disease will be the single greatest threat to life on Earth.  Great disease 

outbreaks and plagues are also indicated in the End of Days chastisement prophecies.   

 

                                                               The True Ebola Solution               

 

 According to Dr. Richard Schulze of Herb Doc website, there is no vaccine and 

no treatment for Ebola.  The fatality rate is said to be as high as 90%.  The so-called 

authorities are changing their minds on how Ebola is spread almost every single day.   

 So what are we to do as a defense against this contrived Ebola “crisis?”  Dr. 

Schulze advises,  “Your only defense is a strong offense.”  He states,  “It is more 

important now than ever before, to protect yourself and your family, by stocking up on 

healthy food, clean water, emergency supplies and even herbs and herbal medicine.  

Don’t wait until Ebola or even the Common Cold is in your town.”   [ Dr. Schulze’s Cold 

and Flu Update, November, 2014 – p 2. ]   

 Dr. Schulze recommends to first stimulate and build up the immune system.  

Whether it is Ebola, the flu or the common cold, stimulating the immune system with as 

much nutrient-dense foods and herbs is always the first step.  You need to consume as 

much organic and raw nutrient-dense fruits, vegetables, seeds, nuts, and legumes into 
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your diet as possible.   Dr. Schulze states,  “Your immune system needs a lot of EXTRA 

nutrition to build immune cells like T-Cells and B-Cells and also immune chemicals like 

interferon and interleukin, which all protect you and fight against virus and bacteria, 

from Ebola to the Common Cold.”   

 But of course the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Big 

Pharmaceutical Industry do not want you to know about these simple natural remedies.  

Off the Grid News reports,  “The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently 

cautioned some essential oil companies in the United States for making claims about the 

efficacy of essential oils for the prevention and/or treatment of Ebola.  They also warned 

a company which sells Colloidal Silver about making Ebola-related claims.”  [ “Are 

There Natural Remedies for Ebola?”  by Patricia Bratienu, R.N. – Natural Health.  Off 

the Grid News.  Oct. 27, 2014. ]  

 Natural remedies from Colloidal Silver to vitamin C to essential oils and more are 

being attacked and labeled “quack” by Big Pharma and paid internet trolls.   

 The truth is natural remedies really do work.  It is the vaccines, the antibiotics, 

and the drug treatments that suppress the symptoms at best and at worst actually cause 

the disease (they are supposed to remedy) and help spread it.   

 Now consider this from the Knowledge of Health website:   

 “There may be good reason to prohibit western doctors from entering into these 

vulnerable villages in central Africa.  The doctors come bearing unrecognized poisons in 

their effort to treat symptoms and save lives.  The backfire treatment is revealed upon 

scrutiny of a review article of treatments for Ebola published in 2012.   

 “Ebola is characterized by a raging fever, vomiting, diarrhea and uncontrolled 

hemorrhaging leading to rapid death.   

 “The uncontrolled bleeding is a tip off this virus and its treatment may induce 

vitamin C and K deficiencies.   

 “The symptoms of scurvy (frank vitamin C deficiency) and Ebola are very similar.  

These central African populations are already plagued by malnutrition.  Is there anything 

visiting doctors bring with them that induces further depletion of vitamins C and K?   

 “The primary suspect agents are paracetamol (acetaminophen, aka Tylenol) and 

antibiotics. 

 “Up to 3 grams (3,000 milligrams) a day of acetaminophen is given to Ebola 

patients to quell their raging fevers and only half of the patients given this anti-

inflammatory drug survive Ebola.  Acetaminophen depletes the body of glutathione, a key 

protective antioxidant.  Vitamin C is required to maintain glutathione levels.  [American 

Journal Clinical Nutrition – July 1993. ]  

 “Amoxcillin, ciprofloxacin (Cipro) and cenftriaxone (Rocephin) are antibiotics 

commonly prescribed for Ebola patients and are known to deplete vitamin K, a blood-

clotting factor.  [ Drug-Induced Nutrient Depletion Handbook. ]   

 “Aspirin is not advised for Ebola patients because of the threat of bleeding.  

[Patient.co.uk. ]  Yet antibiotics or anti-inflammatories that may interfere with blood 

clotting or induce a vitamin C deficiency that can result in uncontrolled hemorrhage are 

employed without hesitation.   

 “The symptoms caused by Ebola virus are similar to those caused by malaria 

which is also very common in central Africa.  When Ebola patients are misdiagnosed and 



given anti-malaria drugs, artemether/lumefantrine (Riamet/Coartem) and quinine the 

death rates are 67% and 100% respectively.  Quinine depletes vitamin K.  [WebMD] 

 “Intravenous dextrose (sugar) also induces a 100% death rate and sugar is 

known to deplete vitamin C.  { Integrative Cancer Therapy – March 2005. ]   

 “Earlier this year this author linked the rising death toll from the flu virus in 

California to the indiscriminate use of aspirin and acetaminophen.  [ LewRockwell.com – 

March 5, 2014. ]”   

 This same article also states,  “Such hubris surrounds the false claim that vitamin 

and herbal remedies are of worthless value in treating infectious disease when the drugs 

that are employed to treat diseases like Ebola induce nutrient deficiencies themselves.”   

[ “Is Modern Medicine Hastening the Death of Central Africans Stricken With the Ebola 

Virus?” by Bill Sardi.  Posted July 29, 2014.  www.knowledgeofhealth.com. ]  

 The truth is both herbal and nutrition therapies (vitamin C, Garlic, Oil of Oregano, 

Selenium yeast, zinc and more) have been found very effective in building up the 

immune system to ward off pathogens like Ebola, influenza, the Common Cold or 

whatever.  Drugs do not cure, but instead sicken and eventually, kill.   

 The government and Big Pharma not only ignore natural remedies but often ban 

the use of them.  The Alliance for Natural Health states, “With Ebola panic taking hold 

of the country, we hear very little about the natural ways to guard against the disease.  

This becomes even more important when you consider that these natural ways are less 

expensive and can often be self-administered.  Self-administration could be of special 

importance if there were a widespread pandemic.  Doctor’s offices might not be available 

and hospitals overwhelmed.  In addition, hospitals would not allow any natural 

approaches.   

 “Furthermore, natural approaches often build up the immune system, and people 

susceptible to Ebola are more likely to have compromised immune systems.   

 “…On Ebola and natural remedies, the ‘Catch-22’ of drug economics – that no 

one will spend the exorbitant sums needed to run clinical trials if the product can’t be 

patented and turned into a huge money-maker – practically ensures that natural 

prevention or treatment will be ignored.”   [ “Government Ignores Natural Treatment 

Options”  by The Alliance for Natural Health.”   www.anb-usa.org. ]   

 True studies done on drugs or vaccines are kept out of the medical journals with 

disease rates being inflated and tests results being falsified.  The success of herbal 

medicine and other natural treatments has been blacked out from the health record.  

 So what is the solution to protecting yourself from the Ebola virus?  The same as 

that of protecting yourself from the influenza virus or the Common Cold.  Remember Dr. 

Schulze’s advice:  “Build a powerful immune system!”    This is done by stimulating the 

immune system with herbal remedies such as Echinacea.  He also advised “NUTRITION 

– NUTRITION – NUTRITION” – to build immune cells.   

 Stop listening to ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, FOX and other mainstream news 

outlets that only broadcast the Ebola scare-scam.  Drugs do not cure.  God gave us natural 

herbs for that purpose.  Nutritional deficiencies cannot be remedied by drugs.  You do not 

have “drug deficiencies.”  Drugs only make you more prone to the disease.   

 So the natural remedies that protect you from influenza and the Common Cold are 

the same that will protect you from Ebola or any other such disease.  (For further 
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instructions on what to take and how much see:  Natural Health Remedies For Cold and 

Flu found on our Health webpage).   


